Babylon

The dictionary that leaves other Hebrew translators far, far behind!

State of the art, Hebrew-English / English-Hebrew translator with 6,200,000 words and 300,000 Expressions and idioms!

What makes Babylon the leader of Hebrew dictionaries?

Unprecedented features:

❖ With its 6,200,000 words and 300,000 useful expressions and idioms, Babylon leaves any other existing dictionary far behind. ❖ This is the only dictionary that includes all the Hebrew verbs -- each with all its possible conjugations! This means that every word and every verb, (in any form and any tense), is already in Babylon. ❖ Babylon allows searching for expressions that include multiple words. ❖ Babylon also allows you to toggle between words in any sentence and instantly translate each word while still keeping your current search active. ❖ You can bookmark desired words and translations for later focused study. ❖ It has a high resolution green display with a pleasant dark blue text color, designed to reduce eye fatigue.

Babylon “thinks” ahead!
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need to type the entire word --
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huge 16MB memory
(most dictionaries range
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actual sample translation

Two Asiatic girls went looting and setting fires, and four Arab girls
were killed in the Jewish War of Independence. They started the local
inhabitants several days before the city was taken. A week later,
when they were seeking to escape from the Arab soldiers, they
begged soldiers, to help them.

On the other hand, they said: “The Arab soldiers were very scary, but all their
trickery, it was another story.”

lingvatron

Hebrew Speaking Dictionary and talking phrase book

The only Hebrew-English/ English-Hebrew electronic dictionary that translates for you and allows you to hear words and phrases in Hebrew in a natural human voice. Compact, lightweight folding design. Simple to use. Over 450,000 unique Hebrew and English words and phrases, including thousands of idioms, slang terms and a vast phrase-book. 32k Phone and Address book.

$159.95

speaktionary

Hebrew Speaking Picture Dictionary on DVD-Rom

Over 1800 items, including pictures, sounds, and videos in both Hebrew and English.
The best companion to any Hebrew program!

Thirty categories, such as: Jewish key words, Holidays, Bible Books - featuring the books of the Bible with their exact pronunciations, and much more...

$39.95